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Introduction {#sec004}
============

Recently, increasing attention has been drawn to the development of early mathematical skills due to its importance on academic achievements and future occupational preparation. Based on previous studies, early mathematical skills are not only associated with later mathematical abilities, but also predictive of other academic aspects such as reading abilities \[[@pone.0181074.ref001], [@pone.0181074.ref002]\]. In addition, those who are functionally innumerate or suffering from dyscalculia, have more difficulties and obstacles in job hunting \[[@pone.0181074.ref003], [@pone.0181074.ref004]\]. As the poor performance in mathematics in early age can persistently hinder the academic development at school and influence the employment prospect in adulthood \[[@pone.0181074.ref003]\], it is important to understand the factors that may influence the development of mathematics from the early years.

Mathematics and language {#sec005}
------------------------

Among various academic skills, mathematics and language are the two most important domains \[[@pone.0181074.ref001]\]. Preschoolers' early mathematical and language knowledge form the cornerstones for future learning, and provide motivational basis of later academic success \[[@pone.0181074.ref005], [@pone.0181074.ref006]\]. Although mathematics and language are two distinct subjects, relations between them have been studied extensively for years \[[@pone.0181074.ref001], [@pone.0181074.ref007], [@pone.0181074.ref008]\]. Previous studies revealed that mathematics and language were related to each other, after controlling for intelligence \[[@pone.0181074.ref008]\]. Language abilities not only predict children's math skills in the long term, but also influence children's early mathematical learning \[[@pone.0181074.ref007], [@pone.0181074.ref009]\].

### The role of language components on mathematical learning {#sec006}

Language can be roughly divided into two categories, oral and literacy forms \[[@pone.0181074.ref010]\]. Oral language skills, including phonological, grammatical, and vocabulary abilities, are the prerequisite of the acquisition of literacy, which consists of reading and writing skills \[[@pone.0181074.ref011], [@pone.0181074.ref012]\]. Both of the two sub-domains of language are essential for developing mathematical skills \[[@pone.0181074.ref013], [@pone.0181074.ref014]\]. In what follows, the role of each language domain on mathematical learning is discussed.

For the influence of literacy on mathematics, previous studies mainly explored from the perspective of reading comprehension \[[@pone.0181074.ref007], [@pone.0181074.ref015]\]. Aiken noted that "it is generally recognized that not only do linguistic abilities affect performance in mathematics but that mathematics itself is a specialized language" (p.359) \[[@pone.0181074.ref016]\]. That is, learners need to construct the semiotic representations for mathematical concepts, symbols, and notions in order to connect new knowledge with previous mental representations \[[@pone.0181074.ref015]\]. However, mathematical language is different from our everyday language \[[@pone.0181074.ref017]\] and the difficulty and complexity of mathematical language also increase with grade levels. Especially for beginners of mathematics, the complexity of the verbal languages and semantic structure of word problems affect their understanding of the problems and strategies used to solve them because there is a lack of top-down processing \[[@pone.0181074.ref018]\]. Abedi and Lord found that children performed better in modified number word problems, of which the language was simplified, than in equivalent problems \[[@pone.0181074.ref007]\]. Similar result was found by Huang, Liu, and Chang that with the help of computer-assisted learning system, which explained the meaning and reminded the details of the word-based mathematical problems to students, low-achievers significantly improved their performance in solving these problems \[[@pone.0181074.ref019]\]. These findings indicate that literacy skills have influences on the learning and solving of word problems.

As for the impact of oral language on math learning, previous studies have shown a strong association between phonological processing and mathematical development. Phonological processing consists of three components: phonological memory, phonological retrieval, and phonological awareness. Each of them has been evidenced to be important for the development of mathematical skills \[[@pone.0181074.ref020]\]. According to the classical working memory model proposed by Baddeley, phonological memory involves the encoding and temporary storage of speech stimuli \[[@pone.0181074.ref021]\]. Encoding enables the conversion of arithmetic problems into verbal representations (e.g., encoding "2+3" to "two plus three"), while temporary maintenance prevents the verbal information from decaying so that it can be further processed (e.g., using procedural counting strategy to solve 2+3). Numerous studies thus far have found that children's phonological memory span significantly correlates with their mathematical skills and predicts later mathematical performance \[[@pone.0181074.ref022]--[@pone.0181074.ref024]\].

Besides the encoding and storage of phonological memory, phonological processing also impacts mathematical abilities through phonological retrieval. The more efficient the child can access mathematically related phonological information (e.g., mathematical terms, operators, and answers) in long-term memory, the more able the child is to devote limited attention resources to completing necessary procedures during mathematical problem solving. Previous studies revealed that mathematically disabled children responded less accurately and more slowly when retrieving letter and simple mathematical computations compared with their normal counterparts \[[@pone.0181074.ref025]\].

Another aspect of phonological processing is phonological awareness, which refers to the ability to manipulate the sound structures of languages \[[@pone.0181074.ref026]\]. It has been a consensus in previous literature that phonological awareness is a significant correlate of individual differences in mathematical abilities \[[@pone.0181074.ref014], [@pone.0181074.ref020]\]. There are two possible reasons underlying the association between phonological awareness and mathematical abilities. First, phonological awareness may be linked to mathematical skills through number word learning \[[@pone.0181074.ref014]\]. Second, both phonological awareness and mathematical problem solving require substantial support of central executive control and phonological memory \[[@pone.0181074.ref020]\].

### Informal and formal math {#sec007}

Similar to language, mathematical skills can also be conceptualized into two main components: informal math and formal math \[[@pone.0181074.ref027], [@pone.0181074.ref028]\]. Informal math refers to number sense and basic number concepts that are acquired by children before written mathematics is formally taught in school \[[@pone.0181074.ref027], [@pone.0181074.ref029]\]. It is manifested in their abilities to understand the magnitudes of sets of objects or of symbols, compare or estimate the magnitudes of small sets, associate the numerical value with the quantity of the set, etc. \[[@pone.0181074.ref030], [@pone.0181074.ref031]\]. Purpura and Ganley proposed that the development of informal math could be divided into three phases \[[@pone.0181074.ref028]\]. In the first phase, children learn to compare the magnitudes of two sets or objects and start to count sequentially. In the second phase, they learn to link numbers with corresponding quantities and number words. The third phase involves simple operations of number words (e.g., understanding that the sum of two whole-numbers is larger than either number). Different from informal math, formal math refers to skills or concepts that are taught in school and involves basic arithmetic such as addition and subtraction and more complicated calculations \[[@pone.0181074.ref027], [@pone.0181074.ref032], [@pone.0181074.ref033]\]. Informal math acts as the foundation of formal math because learning mathematics is an accumulative process, and the prior knowledge serves as the cornerstones of the new knowledge \[[@pone.0181074.ref034]\].

### Mathematical learning in Chinese children {#sec008}

Although a substantial amount of research has been carried out to explore the relationship between language and mathematics, most research in this area focuses on children speaking alphabetic languages. As argued by LeFevre and Liu \[[@pone.0181074.ref035]\], different linguistic backgrounds may have an impact on the mathematical cognition. However, to the best of our knowledge, few studies have explored the predictive values of language factors on early math development in Chinese-speaking children. Studying Chinese-speaking children is important because Chinese language is different from alphabetic languages such as English in many aspects crucial for math learning. Chinese is semantically transparent and it makes the base ten structure of number names explicit \[[@pone.0181074.ref036]\]. In English, however, numbers are named in a much more implicit way. The difference is even more obvious for "teens" numbers \[[@pone.0181074.ref036]\]. For example, the Arabic number 13 is named as "十三" (ten-three) in Chinese, which can be easily obtained by simply adding 十 (meaning ten) to the number 三 (meaning three). However, in English, it is difficult to figure out how the number thirteen is derived from the number three. It was found that Chinese children learned "teens" numbers faster than their American counterparts \[[@pone.0181074.ref037]\]. That is, there may exist some differences in number words learning between Chinese children and their English-speaking counterparts. Furthermore, a previous study also found that Chinese children and adults outperformed their English-speaking counterparts in solving simple arithmetic problems \[[@pone.0181074.ref035]\]. The advantage of Chinese speakers in arithmetic calculations may be because that they are more likely to store the arithmetic facts (e.g., 2×3 = 6) in the auditory rote memory and use phonological codes to process the problems. Thus, the arithmetic facts tended to be retrieved from the phonological form by Chinese speakers and the arithmetic operation is more like a verbal-based task for them \[[@pone.0181074.ref038], [@pone.0181074.ref039]\]. Taken together, due to the discrepancies between Chinese and alphabetic languages, as well as the different strategies that Chinese speakers and alphabetic language speakers might use to solve arithmetic problems, it is worth exploring the role of language abilities on mathematical skills among Chinese-speaking population.

The present study {#sec009}
-----------------

As mentioned above, previous studies have found that language abilities play an important role in the acquisition of mathematical skills, and can predict later mathematical success. However, few, if any, studies have explored the impact of language abilities on informal and formal math skills respectively in Chinese children. The current study was conducted with two goals. First, it aimed to fill the abovementioned research gap by investigating whether Chinese-speaking children's early language abilities, including both oral and literacy skills, were predictive of their informal and formal math skills respectively. Second, we aimed to explore the mechanism of how early language abilities would influence formal math skills. As informal math skills would serve as the foundation of formal math learning, we were especially interested in whether early language abilities would influence formal math skills directly, or through the mediation of informal math skills. We had two predictions as follows: 1), early language skills would be predictive of both informal and formal math skills in Chinese kindergartners. Specifically, language abilities might be more closely associated with informal math than with formal math skills given the semantic transparency of Chinese language and Chinese children's reliance on phonological codes in arithmetic process; 2), the effect of Chinese-speaking children's language abilities on early formal math skills would be partially mediated by their informal math skills. That is, informal math skills would act as a mediator between early language abilities and formal math skills.

Method {#sec010}
======

Participants {#sec011}
------------

The participants were 2012 K-3 children (958 girls and 1054 boys, mean age = 6.65 years, SD = .14) recruited from 60 kindergartens in three cities in Guangdong province, China. As part of a more extensive research project, the three cities were selected because they represent different levels (above average, average, below average) of economic development of Guangdong Province. All the students were typically developing children and informed consent was obtained from their parents before the formal testing was performed. The experimental procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee of University of Macau. All methods were carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines and regulations. Each child was assessed for math skills, language abilities, and non-verbal intelligence.

Measures {#sec012}
--------

Seven tasks were adopted to assess children's early math skills. The informal math score was obtained by adding the raw scores in the first five tasks, namely object counting, forward counting, backward counting, missing number, and numerical magnitude comparison. The formal math score was computed by summing up the raw scores in the remaining two tasks, namely addition, and subtraction. These tasks, together, could provide a comprehensive picture of children's knowledge of counting (including counting principles and counting sequence), number knowledge (i.e., numerical magnitude of numbers), and number calculation (including addition and subtraction). Based on the "Guideline of the Learning and Development of Children Aged 3--6" (2012) published by the Ministry of Education of China, the items used in previous studies were modified, so that each task consisted of both average and challenging items for our participants. This allowed us to differentiate children who were under- and over-achieving in math from those who were average-achieving. There were more test items for the last four math tasks (i.e., missing number, numerical magnitude comparison, addition, and subtraction) than the first three tasks (i.e., object counting, forward counting, and backward counting) because the last four tasks assessed more advanced concepts and skills, necessitating more items to yield more variability in children's scores. Different from some previous studies \[[@pone.0181074.ref040]--[@pone.0181074.ref042]\] in which experiments asked questions and children gave answers orally, children in the present study completed the math tasks in paper-and-pencil format, because they were competent and used to do so.

For the early language skills, listening comprehension and character dictation tasks were chosen. Listening comprehension is a comprehensive measure of oral language skills \[[@pone.0181074.ref040]\] and character dictation task is a typical measure of Chinese literacy skills \[[@pone.0181074.ref041]\]. As mentioned above, the two subdomains of language were both essential in developing mathematical skills and thus, were measured in the present study.

### Object counting {#sec013}

This task was adopted from the study of Cheung and McBride-Chang \[[@pone.0181074.ref042]\]. In each item, children were instructed to count and write down the number of animals presented. There were three test items (11, 16 and 17 animals respectively), and the maximum score was 3.

### Forward counting {#sec014}

This task was similar to the Counting From task of Chard and his colleagues \[[@pone.0181074.ref043]\]. In each trial, three numbers were presented in ascending order followed by four missing numbers (e.g., 16, 17, 18, \_\_, \_\_, \_\_, \_\_). Children were asked to write down what the following four numbers should be. There were three test items in total, and the targeted numbers ranged from 19 to 104. Each correctly answered number was scored as 1, and the maximum score was 12.

### Backward counting {#sec015}

This task was modified from the Counting From task used by Chard and his colleagues \[[@pone.0181074.ref043]\] and the Counting Backward task used by Malofeeva and her colleagues \[[@pone.0181074.ref044]\]. It was similar to the forward counting task mentioned above, except that all numbers were presented in descending order (e.g., 65, 64, 63, \_\_, \_\_, \_\_, \_\_). Three test items were included, and the targeted numbers ranged from 14 to 96. The maximum possible score the child could get was 12.

### Missing number {#sec016}

This task was similar to those used in previous studies \[[@pone.0181074.ref042], [@pone.0181074.ref045]--[@pone.0181074.ref047]\]. Three numbers were presented in ascending order and one of them was missing (e.g., \_\_, 34, 35). The missing number could appear anywhere among the three numbers. Children's task was to figure out what the missing number was. There were five test items, and the targeted numbers ranged from 33 to 332. The maximum score children could get was 5.

### Numerical magnitude comparison {#sec017}

This task resembled those adopted in previous studies \[[@pone.0181074.ref042], [@pone.0181074.ref046], [@pone.0181074.ref047]\]. In each item, two numbers (e.g., 56 and 26) were presented and children were asked to judge which number represented greater quantities. Five test items (56/26, 24/42, 105/150, 363/636, 484/448) were presented in total and the maximum score was 5.

### Addition {#sec018}

This task was like the addition/subtraction combinations task of Bryant and her colleagues \[[@pone.0181074.ref045]\]. Children were asked to do some simple arithmetical additions of two whole numbers (e.g., 2 + 3) and write down the answers. There were five test items, with answers ranging from 5 to 37. The maximum possible score was 5.

### Subtraction {#sec019}

This task was similar to the addition/subtraction combinations task of Bryant and her colleagues \[[@pone.0181074.ref045]\]. Children were asked to do some simple arithmetical subtractions of whole numbers (e.g., 10--2) and write down the answers. Similar to addition, five test items were presented, with answers ranging from 2 to 31. The maximum score was 5.

Language abilities were assessed in both receptive and productive ways through listening comprehension and Chinese character dictation task, respectively.

### Listening comprehension {#sec020}

In each trial, a simple sentence was aurally presented and children were asked to pick up one from five pictures that best depicted the sentence as shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0181074.g001){ref-type="fig"}. A similar task was used in previous studies to assess Hong Kong Chinese children's language comprehension \[[@pone.0181074.ref048]\]. There were 25 items and the maximum score was 25.

![Example for listening comprehension task.](pone.0181074.g001){#pone.0181074.g001}

### Chinese character dictation {#sec021}

In each trial of the task, children were asked to write down certain character in a multi-character word and there were 15 characters in total. Children would get a score of 2 if they wrote the character correctly and get a score of 1 if the character was partially correct. Otherwise, the score would be 0. The possible maximum score was 30 in this task.

### Nonverbal intelligence {#sec022}

Raven's Progressive Matrix (Set A and Set B) was used to tap children's nonverbal intelligence \[[@pone.0181074.ref049]\]. Two sets of tests were administered and each set contained 12 items. In each trial, children were asked to choose one from five figures that best fit a visual geometric design with a missing piece. Children would get a score of 1 if their choice was correct and the maximum total score was 24.

Procedure {#sec023}
---------

Children completed all the tasks in the kindergarten classrooms under the instructions of the experimenters who were graduate students pursuing master degree in early childhood education. The whole testing was divided into three testing sessions, with each lasting for about 30 minutes.

Results {#sec024}
=======

Preliminary analyses {#sec025}
--------------------

[Table 1](#pone.0181074.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the means and standard deviations for all tasks as well as the overall informal, formal, and language scores. In addition, the zero-order correlations among the variables and their partial correlations when controlling for nonverbal intelligence were shown in the left bottom and right top of the table, respectively. As shown in the left bottom of [Table 1](#pone.0181074.t001){ref-type="table"}, the overall language abilities were significantly and strongly associated with both informal and formal math skills (*r* =. 74 and .67 for informal and formal math, respectively). Further statistical analysis found a significant difference between the two correlations (*z* = 4.43, *p*\<0.001), suggesting that language abilities were more closely related to informal than formal math skills. Even with nonverbal intelligence statistically controlled, the overall language abilities were still significantly correlated with informal and formal math scores (*r* =. 64 and .57 for informal and formal math, respectively, as shown in the right upper of [Table 1](#pone.0181074.t001){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, the two partial correlation coefficients were significantly different (*z* = 3.51, *p*\<0.001).

10.1371/journal.pone.0181074.t001

###### Descriptive statistics, correlations, and partial correlations among all tasks.

![](pone.0181074.t001){#pone.0181074.t001g}

                                     1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8       9      10      11      12      13
  ---------------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- ------ ------- ------- ------- -------
  1\. Object counting                \-     .32    .16    .25    .29    .29    .23    .39     .29    .19     .33     .33     
  2\. Forward counting               .39    \-     .42    .59    .57    .50    .45    .84     .53    .37     .49     .54     
  3\. Magnitude comparison           .25    .53    \-     .43    .46    .44    .38    .62     .45    .43     .33     .45     
  4\. Backward counting              .34    .67    .54    \-     .59    .52    .51    .88     .57    .40     .43     .51     
  5\. Missing number                 .38    .66    .56    .68    \-     .55    .52    .76     60     .37     .48     .53     
  6\. Addition                       .37    .60    .54    .62    .64    \-     .62    .62     .89    .38     .46     .52     
  7\. Subtraction                    .31    .55    .49    .60    .62    .69    \-     .58     .91    .35     .46     .51     
  8\. Informal math skills (1--5)    .46    .88    .70    .91    .82    .71    .67    \-      .67    .48     .55     .64     
  9\. Formal math skills (6--7)      .37    .63    .56    .67    .69    .91    .92    .75     \-     .40     .51     .57     
  10\. Listening comprehension       .30    .52    .56    .55    .53    .53    .50    .63     .56    \-      .31     .71     
  11\. Dictation                     .39    .58    .44    .53    .57    .55    .55    .63     .60    .46     \-      .89     
  12\. Language abilities (10--11)   .41    .64    .57    .63    .64    .62    .61    .74     .67    .79     .89     \-      
  13\. Nonverbal intelligence        .26    .43    .42    .46    .47    .43    .41    .53     .46    .56     .38     .53     \-
  Mean                               2.58   9.05   3.47   7.45   3.54   3.23   2.73   26.09   5.95   13.58   20.27   33.60   13.50
  STD                                .71    3.62   1.68   4.60   1.65   1.59   1.69   10.22   3.01   5.52    7.71    11.48   5.02

Note. N = 2012. All the correlations were significant at *p* \< .001. The left bottom shows the zero-order correlations among the variables, and the right top shows their partial correlations when controlling for nonverbal intelligence.

Regression analyses {#sec026}
-------------------

To test the unique contribution of overall language abilities to informal and formal math skills, hierarchical regression analyses were conducted, with the overall informal and formal math scores as dependent variables. Since language abilities and math skills might be associated with each other due to some general cognitive or demographic factors, gender, age, and nonverbal intelligence were entered in Step 1 as control variables. The overall language score was added to the regression model in Step 2. [Table 2](#pone.0181074.t002){ref-type="table"} shows that the overall language abilities significantly predicted 31% unique variance of informal math (*β* = 0.66, *t* = 36.25, *p* \< .001) when gender, age and nonverbal intelligence were statistically controlled, with the whole model accounting for 58% of the total variance. For formal math, as shown in [Table 2](#pone.0181074.t002){ref-type="table"}, the overall language abilities explained 26% unique variance (*β* = 0.61, *t* = 29.78, *p* \< .001) with the same variables controlled, and the whole model accounted for 47% of variance.

10.1371/journal.pone.0181074.t002

###### Two-Step hierarchical regression models predicting informal math and formal math skills from language abilities.

![](pone.0181074.t002){#pone.0181074.t002g}

  Outcome         Step   Variables                                    β      t                                            R^2^   ΔR^2^
  --------------- ------ -------------------------------------------- ------ -------------------------------------------- ------ ------------------------------------------
  Informal Math   1      Age                                          -.01   -.79                                         .27    .27[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Gender          .07    4.67[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                               
  Non-verbal IQ   .17    9.55[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                               
                  2      Language abilities                           .66    36.25[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   .58    .31[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Formal Math     1      Age                                          -.01   -.67                                         .21    .21[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Gender          .06    -3.55[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                              
  Non-verbal IQ   .14    6.75[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                               
                  2      Language abilities                           .61    29.78[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   .47    .26[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}

Note.

\*p \< .001

Multilevel mediation modeling analyses {#sec027}
--------------------------------------

To further explore the relationship between language and mathematics, a model in which children's informal math skills mediate the relationship between children's language abilities and formal math skills was constructed. In the mediation analysis, to tease apart the possible influence of the general cognitive abilities on both informal math and formal math skills, we included nonverbal intelligence as the control variable in the mediation analysis model. As participants were from the same schools, the data were nested. Multilevel modeling analysis was therefore conducted to account for possible similarities among the participants from the same school \[[@pone.0181074.ref050]\] (see [Fig 2](#pone.0181074.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The hypothesized model was estimated with separate regression equations based on the multilevel mediational analysis procedures described by Krull and MacKinnon \[[@pone.0181074.ref051]\].

![Proposed lower level mediation model of language ability, informal math skill and formal math skill.](pone.0181074.g002){#pone.0181074.g002}

These regression equations were estimated by using HLM6, a statistical analysis software designed for multilevel analysis. Missing values (less than 2%) were imputed using the approach of series mean in SPSS. All variables in the study were standardized before conducting the hierarchical linear modeling analyses. The predictors in the models were group-centered at level 1. The analytic procedures were as follows: first, school clustering effect was assessed for the three variables (language ability, informal math skill, and formal math skill). Findings of statistically significant between-school variability would support continued multilevel modeling analysis. Second, test of the mediation model at the individual level in which children's informal math skills mediate the relationship between children's language abilities and formal math skills. The testing process as described in Wen and Ye \[[@pone.0181074.ref052]\] was used to estimate the mediation effect, their standard errors and their level of statistical significance.

[Table 3](#pone.0181074.t003){ref-type="table"} shows the means, maximum, minimum, reliability (Cronbach coefficient αs), standard deviations, and zero-order correlations of the variables, and the estimates of the intraclass correlations (ICC) for each variable. The ICC estimates the proportion of the total variance in the variable that is between schools. It was found that the estimated ICCs were all very large, indicating that the between-school variability was substantial, and it was necessary to conduct multilevel mediation modeling analyses for the data.

10.1371/journal.pone.0181074.t003

###### Descriptive statistics, zero-order correlations and intraclass correlations (ICC) of the variables.

![](pone.0181074.t003){#pone.0181074.t003g}

                                M       SD      Min   Max     Reliability   1                                            2                                            ICC
  ----------------------------- ------- ------- ----- ------- ------------- -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------
  Student level (n = 2012)                                                                                                                                            
      1. Language abilities     33.60   11.48   0     60.50   0.903                                                                                                   0.50
      2. Informal math skills   26.09   10.22   0     37.00   0.864         .74[\*\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                0.43
      3. Formal math skills     5.95    3.01    0     10.00   0.864         .67[\*\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   .75[\*\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.44
  School level (n = 60)                                                                                                                                               

Note.

\*\*p \< .01

The findings in [Table 4](#pone.0181074.t004){ref-type="table"} provided evidence for a positive and significant relationship between children's language abilities and formal math skills (c = 0.427, SE = 0.024, *p*\<0.001), indicating that children's language abilities can positively influence their formal math skills. Then we proceeded to estimate the mediation effect. The coefficients *a* (*a* = 0.540, SE = 0.022, *p*\<0.001) and *b* (*b* = 0.498, SE = 0.022, *p*\<0.001) were both significant, indicating that children's informal math skills have a mediation effect (ab, product of a and b) on the formal math skills. That is, children's language abilities influenced their informal math skills, which in turn influenced their formal math skills. The coefficient *c\'* (*c\'* = 0.158, SE = 0.024, *p*\<0.001) remained statistically significant once the mediation effect was considered, suggesting that there still existed a direct effect from language abilities to formal math skills beyond the mediation effect. Taken together, the results were consistent with the hypothesis that the effect of language abilities on formal math skills was partially mediated by informal math skills, and the mediating effect accounted for 62.98% of the total effect.

10.1371/journal.pone.0181074.t004

###### Results from multilevel mediation modeling analysis.

![](pone.0181074.t004){#pone.0181074.t004g}

  parameter   Model 1   Model 2   Model 3                                                                                                                 
  ----------- --------- --------- ------------------------------------------- ------- ------- ------------------------------------------- ------- ------- -------------------------------------------
  *B*~0*j*~   0.044     0.088     0.5                                         0.028   0.086   0.3                                         0.044   0.088   0.5
  *β*~2*j*~   0.119     0.020     6.0[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.132   0.019   7.1[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.053   0.018   3.0[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  c           0.427     0.024     17.8[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                               
  a                                                                           0.540   0.022   24.3[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                   
  b                                                                                                                                       0.498   0.022   33.0[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  c´                                                                                                                                      0.158   0.024   6.5[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}

Note.

\*p \< .001

Discussion {#sec028}
==========

The study generated two main findings. First, language abilities were important for developing math skills in Chinese-speaking children. Specifically, language abilities were able to significantly predict both informal and formal math skills. Furthermore, language abilities were linked differently to different math skills, being more closely associated with informal math than with formal math. Second, the association between language abilities and formal math skills was partially mediated by informal math skills. There could be several possible explanations for the first finding. First, given that math is a special kind of language \[[@pone.0181074.ref016]\], the process of acquiring informal math skills shares some level of similarity with that of language skills \[[@pone.0181074.ref053]\]. To build up vocabulary, young children connect words to objects, events and concepts. When they come to acquire number words, they have to understand that each number word represents a certain amount of quantities and with richer vocabulary, young children might practice more and performance better \[[@pone.0181074.ref053]\]. Second, young children's general language abilities can support their understanding of the meaning of terminologies involved in informal math, such as "larger", "smaller", "more", "less", "equal to", "ascending" and "descending" \[[@pone.0181074.ref053]\]. Thirdly, given that linguistic transparency of the Chinese numeration system may facilitate the learning of place value \[[@pone.0181074.ref054]\], young children with better Chinese language abilities might have better mastery of counting and number sequences.

Besides, there are at least two reasons for the greater correlation found between language and informal math as compared to language and formal math. One possible reason is that although language abilities and formal math skills involve the mapping between words and written symbols \[[@pone.0181074.ref033]\], the verbal coding procedure is not sufficient for arithmetic operations. The second reason is related to the cultural-specific mathematical teaching method in China. Chinese parents and teachers are inclined to emphasize the rote memorization of simple arithmetic facts and Chinese children are exposed to language-based memorization through the manipulation of real objects from an early age \[[@pone.0181074.ref038]\]. This perhaps explains why language abilities are more strongly associated with informal math than with formal math skills.

Meanwhile, results of mediation analyses suggested that language abilities also had indirect influence on formal math skills through informal math skills. Among past studies, informal math skills were often found to be precursors of the development of formal math skills \[[@pone.0181074.ref055], [@pone.0181074.ref056]\]. As proficiency in language skills can promote informal math skills, such as oral counting and understanding mathematical story problems, which are essential for performing formal arithmetic operations. Thus, the development of formal math skills can therefore benefit from language abilities via informal math skills. Findings of the present study have both theoretical and practical implications. First, the present study provides further empirical support for the existing models on the developmental precursors of math skills. The positive relation of children's language to math skills not only exists among Western children speaking alphabetic languages, but also among Chinese young children who use a non-alphabetic language system. Moreover, like their Western peers, Chinese young children's informal and formal math skills seem to follow distinct developmental pathways. Herein, the present study extends previous research in the area by suggesting that language skills have both direct and indirect effects on formal math skills. Second, in view of the partially mediating effect of informal math skills on the relation between Chinese language and formal math skill among Chinese young children, when providing remediation to students who struggle with formal math skills, the present findings suggest that improving language and informal math skills could improve formal math skills \[[@pone.0181074.ref057], [@pone.0181074.ref058]\], for the reason that math and language interventions for young children have been found to significantly enhanced their math knowledge and improve their later math performances \[[@pone.0181074.ref059], [@pone.0181074.ref060]\]. Finally, given that children often start to learn informal math skills spontaneously from their everyday experiences before entering school \[[@pone.0181074.ref033]\], our findings suggest that developing parent education programs on how to promote young children's informal math skills through interactive parent-child activities might improve their formal math skills. As some parents often miss the opportunities to incorporate math contents into their discourse with children during informal home numeracy activities \[[@pone.0181074.ref042], [@pone.0181074.ref061]\], it is important to provide some trainings to them. For example, parents can be introduced some examples of math games that meet the developmental needs of young children of different ages, the types of concrete materials that help young children learn math concepts effectively, and some questions that can be asked to provoke young children to practice different math skills during home activities. Indeed, parent training of this kind has been found to be effective in promoting young children's math skills among past studies \[[@pone.0181074.ref042], [@pone.0181074.ref062]\].

Nevertheless, the present study had limitations in its scope of investigation. For example, the present study only adopted a listening comprehension task and a Chinese character dictation task to assess children's language skills. In future studies, the relationships of a wider variety of early language and literacy abilities with Chinese children's informal and formal math skills should be explored. For example, given that the Chinese numeration system provides a relatively more transparent representation of numerical quantities than English, and the Chinese writing system is logographic rather than alphabetic, it would be meaningful to investigate the extent to which phonological processing abilities and print knowledge predict math skills in Chinese young children. Moreover, in the present study, children's formal math skills were assessed by using number combination problems presented in written expressions. In fact, children's understanding of addition and subtraction principles can also be measured with problems with manipulation of concrete objects and story problems \[[@pone.0181074.ref063]\]. It might therefore be interesting to investigate whether the predictors of addition and subtraction skills among Chinese young children vary when using different types of measures, so as to understand the extent to which the linguistic transparency of Chinese numbers benefits arithmetic operations. Finally, as discussed by \[[@pone.0181074.ref056]\], in addition to quantitative and linguistic precursors, some early math skills (such as numeration and calculation skills) can be predicted by spatial precursors. Given that visual skills are critical for early Chinese literacy acquisition \[[@pone.0181074.ref064]\], future researchers can compare the relative contribution of spatial skills, as compared to literacy skills, to the development of informal and formal math skills among Chinese young children.

Conclusion {#sec029}
==========

Though further work is required to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the developmental precursors of math skills of children from different linguistic backgrounds, the present study has provided a good start for untangling the relations among language, informal math, and formal math skills among young children speaking Chinese, which is non-alphabetic and semantically transparent. As shown in the present study, language abilities seem to have a closer connection with informal than formal math skills. Moreover, language abilities have both direct and indirect influences on formal math skills. These findings are believed to provide important insights on ways to promote young children's different types of math skills.
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